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LAKESHORE UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST
CONGREGATION
5065 Sherbrooke Street,
Lachine, QC. H8T 1H9
514 - 637- 6974

APRIL 2019
April 7, 2019 - 10:30 a.m.

FROM THE SNOWS OF SIBERIA TO THE
SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO
Irena Tomaszewska

Irena exited her mother’s womb in a prison-camp in the Stalinist gulag, yet she spent
her young life in the ‘paradise’ of Kenya. She will recount a largely unknown story of
World War II involving: negotiations with Stalin over the fate of 1.7million Polish political
prisoners, Britain opening resettlement areas in Kenya, and the total prohibition of news
coverage of this incredible operation. It is an amazing personal journey.
Service Leader - Susan Czarnocki
Musician - Kerry-Anne Kutz

Chalice Lighter - Brianne Amstutz
Hospitality – Nica and Dan

** NOTE - THIS SERVICE IS FOLLOWED BY A BRIEF STEWARDSHIP
PRESENTATION BY THE TREASURER
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April 14, 2019 - 10:30 a.m.

ALBINO RABBITS
Gabor Matyas

Gabor gave this sermon at LUUC seventeen years ago. In case you missed it, he will
deliver it again. It explores the question “Where do ethical rules come from?”
Service Leader - Christopher Thomson
Musician - Kerry-Anne Kutz

Chalice Lighter - Cormac Lutes
Hospitality – Peg and Heather

POTLUCK LUNCHEON: Please bring some tasty food to share for our preEaster lunch.
Pot Luck Crew: Nancy Schmidt, Margaret Godbeer, Christopher Thomson, Irene
and Gary Spiller.

April 21, 2019 - 10:30 a.m.
EASTER SUNDAY.

THE ASSAULT ON REASON
Rev. Fred Cappuccino

In 2007 Al Gore wrote a book titled, THE ASSAULT AGAINST REASON. It is even
more relevant with today's occupant of the White House. On 21 April, (Easter), Rev.
Fred Cappuccino, our beloved Minister Emeritus, will speak on THE ASSAULT ON
REASON.
Service Leader - Sari Kelen
Musician - Kerry-Anne Kutz

Chalice Lighter - Damian Sanchez
Hospitality – José and Jane
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April 28, 2019 - 10:30 a.m.

SYRIA - A FIRST-AIDER’S POINT OF VIEW
Abood Hamad

Abood Hamad arrived in Montreal from Syria 1 1/2 years ago. He has a Masters degree
in International Humanitarian Law, and worked as a first-aider and first aid trainer with
the Syrian Red Crescent and UNHCR (United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees). That gave him the opportunity to see a reality not shown by International
media.
Abood will discuss misconceptions and propaganda vs. reality with regard to Syrians
and the Syrian war, and he will also talk about the children of Syria, and Syria’s future.
Service Leader - Rev. Dr. Heather Fraser Fawcett
Chalice Lighter - Isabella Gavanski
Musician - Kerry-Anne Kutz

Hospitality: Susan and Sari

PLEASE NOTE: Abood is trying to raise funds for the United Nations Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs. https://www.unocha.org to help, in his words,
“Because there are still thousands of children in Syria sleeping outside at night and they
feel cold, and because it is the responsibility of humanity to help them, I would like to
finish the presentation by collecting funds for winter clothes for the children of Syria.”
Cash or on-line donations would be most welcome.
** NOTE - GOVERNANCE: ELECTION OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The annual election in April to fill the three Board of Directors posts coming vacant at
the Annual General Assembly in June. Board members are elected for two-year terms.
[According to the Lakeshore By-Laws, our Board is composed of Directors, not
Trustees.]
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
IS THAT SPRING I SEE IN THE DISTANCE?
It’s been a rough winter! And even today as I write this column, another ‘winter storm’
has rolled up the Atlantic coast, with snow expected off and on today and continuing
overnight. It seems to me that we have been experiencing that same weather pattern
over and over again since December, climaxing with storms arriving over night on
Saturday, just in time to make travel to LUUC challenging at best. Attendance took a
major hit. In fact we actually cancelled a January service –which hasn’t happened for
years.
What a relief when St. Patrick’s Day Sunday dawned bright and dry. To go out was a
pleasure. There were smiles and warm greetings as we took our chairs, filling up the
Hall. Several members brought friends and/or guests, and there was a welcome buzz in
the room. The full age range of SE kids were there, and Emalyn and Henry brought
along a friend from 51st avenue (and her dad!). A previous visitor, Suzanne Fleurant
was there, after struggling all winter with back problems. It was great way to push away
the winter blues!
April can be “the cruellest month of all”, in its frequent failure to provide the ‘full-on’
spring that we are all waiting for – but I think that now we can at least say' bye-bye' to
ice-pellets and freezing rain.
APRIL:EASTER-TIME
Leaving aside its dodgy weather, April is the month in which two of the three great
Abrahamic religions celebrate an annual remembrance of their triumphal moments of
liberation/redemption: Easter and Passover. We have invited Rev. Fred to come and
speak to us on Easter Sunday for his ‘take’ on its life-affirming message of resurrection
and renewal: the essence of spring.
- Susan
It’s hard to find a black cat in a dark room – especially if there is no cat.
- Russian reaction to Mueller Report
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SPECIAL PRESENTATION AT LUUC FROM A 'WITNESS TO HISTORY'
On April 7, our Sunday Service will feature a ‘NOT TO BE MISSED’ PRESENTATION
ABOUT POLES IN WWII by Irena Tomaszewska, entitled: From the Snows of Siberia
to the Snows of Kilamanjaro. I believe that Irena’s life story will both educate and
fascinate. If you have any friends who are interested in the grand dramas of World War
II, invite them to come to listen to a WWII story that they have probably never heard, as
the leaders of the Allied countries determined that no information about this unfolding
drama would be made public.
Among her many accomplishments, Irena is the author, along with Tecia Werbowski, of
the book: Zegota: The Council to Aid Jews in Occupied Poland 1942-1945. PricePatterson, (1994) ISBN 1-896881-15-7.
- SCz
COMING UP NEXT MONTH…..ALTERNATIVE HOUSING OPTIONS
How do we want to live as we grow old and need more care?
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Janet Torge, who lives in Montreal and will be our guest speaker on Sunday May 19th,
thinks it’s time for a discussion about alternatives to the standard seniors’ residences
popping up all over the country. For Janet, money has always been tight and she is still
working. Finding the right architectural and interpersonal design — the right amount of
togetherness or solitude — can be a challenge, but a rewarding one.
Janet Torge’s vision is to build a Radical Resthomes network so that all those with real
housing alternatives can share their experiences, resources and solutions to problems.
Sheila Laursen

TREASURER’S REPORT
Over two weeks at the end of February and the beginning of March, the Ladies offered
glorious frozen soups for sale, which were snapped up eagerly before you could say
’frozen soup.’ This popular fundraiser brought $ 120 into Lakeshore’s coffers. Many
thanks, Ladies. As we go to press, it is too soon to report on the funds raised by this
third edition of our Annual Service Auction, which enable us to discover the talents of
our fellow Lakeshorers while contributing to our collective coffers. Over a dozen of
different offers were put for sale on March 24, including group meals, movie nights and
a house concert. Items or places not yet sold will remain listed during April in the
Lakeshore website blog post entitled Service Auction.
To pay our bills in March, we did, unfortunately, need to draw down another tranche of $
5000 from our Investment Fund. However, the good news is that in 2019 so far, the
markets were kinder and our holdings have gone from $ 310 000 at the end of
December back up to $ 329 000 at the end of February.
This month, which is the last month of Lakeshore's 2018-2019 Financial Year, the
Treasurer will make a succinct presentation on the Financial Outlook of the
Congregation on April 7 at the end of the service. This will include an update on the
March 2019 Service Auction. After this Stewardship Report, which will compare our
current year with the previous ones, I will take questions and distribute our 'pledge'
forms to members and friends to indicate in what measure they can contribute their
talents, time and treasure to support our Lakeshore community's activities and
programs during the 2019-2020 Financial Year.
Christopher Thomson, Treasurer
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HOSPITALITY AND SOUR MILK!
A request from the hospitality committee: If you provide milk, cream and other goodies
for the morning coffee - will you kindly take home any remaining food. Please do not
leave it in the fridge. Unfortunately, over time we get an accumulation of sour milk,
which we have to throw out – such a waste.
- Peg Wooley
NEWS FROM THE LADIES!
The Ladies are very happy to report that their Soup Sale was successful – that
everything sold out within minutes and added $120.00 to the LUUC coffers. They have
pledged to raise $1,000.00 during the year and to date have made $851.00 - with a
mere $149 to go to fulfil their commitment. They have a couple of plans in mind –
either an Easter bake sale in April or a plant sale in May - so stay tuned.
The huge advantage of the plant sale, is that we can open it
up to the public and get ‘outside’ money to help fill our
coffers. With this in mind, anyone who has spare clean pots
4” or bigger, kindly let me know. Also, of course, when you
divide your perennials this spring, can you let us have some?
Will you help us??? Contact me please at 514-630-4206
or heather.falconer@videotron.ca - your response will
determine which fund raiser we’ll choose.
~ ed

ZERO WASTE KITCHEN STRING BAGS
Following the plastic-free grocery article in the February newsletter, the Ladies have
decided to make string bags as a substitute for those thin little plastic baggies the
grocery stores provide for fresh produce. The first proto-type has already been made –
a small crocheted, reusable produce bag featuring a drawstring. This will be a summer
project – and you’ll be hearing more about this in the future.
- ed
THINKING ABOUT PLANS FOR THE SUMMER?
We are within a day’s drive from to TWO Unitarian Summer Camps:
1)
Unirondack Camp and Conference Center, Lowville, NY. [about 300kms
south of Montreal, east of interstate 81, south of Carthage, NY]
website: https://unirondack.org for program details and costs
2)
Unicamp & Retreat Center, Honeywood, ON. [about 630kms west of
Montreal, north of Brampton] website: https://unicampofontario.ca for program
details.
- SCz
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DON’T TAKE ANY WOODEN NICKELS!!!
We received an e-mail from Kim Turner of Halifax, the daughter of the late Bunny
Turner, a long-ago member of LUC. On going through her Mother’s things, Kim came
across a box of wooden nickels, neatly packaged and all stamped LUC. Kim didn’t think
she wanted them, so offered them to us. Then came the mystery and investigation into
what and why were they made and why had Bunny kept them all these years. Kim sent
us a letter written by Bunny in 1962 which partially explained the situation.
The nickels had been made as part of one of our famous LUC Bazaars. Although we
learned that this particular enterprise – a hobby shop - had not been a huge winner - it
illustrates just how much effort the early LUCers put into making the church a success.
The Bazaars (in winter) and Fairs (in summer) were huge happenings, the whole of our
Pointe Claire building was alive with activity - books on the top floor, crafts and food on
the middle floor, children’s activities on the main floor and roundabouts and candy floss
outside. There were fortune tellers, pony rides, a pocket lady, balloons, story-telling, a
fish pond and even snakes! – it is no wonder that West Islanders looked forward to
these events and supported us.
There was always a theme for the Fairs and I well remember when we all dressed up as
pirates and went around saying, “Aye. Aye me hearties!” These events made huge $$$
for LUC.
- Heather Falconer
CHRISTOPHER SAYS: VISITING LAKESHORE’S PAST VIA THE UNIVERSALIST
UNITARIAN CHURCH OF HALIFAX
In February, Kim Turner who grew up in the Lakeshore Unitarian Church (LUC) and is
now a member of the Universalist Unitarian Church of Halifax (UUCH) wrote to
Lakeshore to tell us she had discovered a box of wooden tokens in going through her
deceased parents’ belongings.
She explained that her mother Bunny Turner was an active member of Lakeshore and,
in 1969, was involved in the production of 5-cent wooden tokens used in bazaars. Kim
wished to return these artefacts of Lakeshore’s past to us.
Fortunately, I was travelling down to Halifax in mid-March to visit my goddaughter
Stephanie doing a Masters at Dalhousie. I attended a wonderful service at the UUCH
and Marilyn Shinyei, in the absence of Kim that day, led me to the Treasure Trove of
hundreds of ‘’Beware of Imitations’’ LUC wooden nickels. See the photo below.
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Not only did I have the chance to meet a great UU congregation, but also I got to bring
back to Lachine a piece of history. My thanks to Kim Turner for the kind service she
has rendered us.
- Christopher Thomson

The question remains – what are we going to do with all these tokens? Rally around
everyone – put on your thinking caps – and come up with a brilliant suggestion.
Anyone who remembers these tokens and the circumstances surrounding them –
please - contact me at 514-630-4206 or heather.falconer@videotron.ca.
- ed
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AN UPDATE ON THE WORK OF OUR LAY CHAPLAINS
Our two Lay Chaplains, Kerry-Anne Kutz and Paul Sullivan, although not as busy as
times past, are always at the ready when they receive calls from members of our LUUC
congregation as well as people from the wider community who are looking for someone
to officiate at an infant dedication, a wedding ceremony or a memorial service. Our Lay
Chaplains are called upon to represent the Lakeshore Unitarian Universalist
Congregation and design and perform dignified and meaningful ceremonies and
services that meet the needs of the individuals or couples as required.
Our chaplains are licensed to perform and pronounce couples legally married by
authority of the Quebec provincial government through L'Etat civil and in accordance
with the Civil Code of Quebec in regards to marriage. Infant Dedications and Memorial
services do not require such licencing. This service is provided without fee to the
members of our congregation.
Kerry-Anne and Paul are proud to represent this congregation at these public events
and to carry on this tradition established over the years by other lay members before us.
Please contact the LUUC office, or visit our website at luuc.org for further inquiries
about the Lay Chaplaincy program.
- Paul Sullivan

WITHOUT RHYME NOR REASON
As we mourn the murders of the New Zealanders in their holy mosque, let us also
remember the Muslin men martyred at prayer in Quebec City and the terrible suffering
of all our Norwegian friends at the shocking deaths of their innocent children caused by
the same inexplicable madness and insanity.
Nancy Graham
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CARING

CARING CONCERNS?
9842.

For April, please call José van Amerongen at 514-694-

Welcome back to Paul Sullivan, who was in the Dominican Republic building a
community hall, with the able assistance of several high school teens from New
Brunswick

Congratulations to Sari Kelen, who gave a talk on Sir William Osler - a distant ancestor
of hers - to the Quebec Family History Society. At least eight LUUCers were present to
support her. Sari was her usual charming self and was most professional. She
generated a lot of interest with the QFHS’s members who lined up to talk with her long
after she had finished her speech.
Welcome back to Gaetane and Timothy who were away in the States on business.
Congratulations to Kerry-Anne Kutz for her Festival de la Voix. Several members of
LUUC added their voices to the choir at the Eglise de la Présentation venue in Dorval. I
spotted Dan, Irene, Ariel, K-A herself and Sari, while Michael Cartile played his
trumpet.
The singing was absolutely beautiful and the church’s acoustics were
excellent. It was a full house and judging by the applause and standing ovations,
everyone thoroughly appreciated the music.
We wish Catherine Forbes well as she is in Vancouver visiting her mother. She and
her siblings take it in turns to care for her. It’s spring time in BC now – Remember
springtime?
So good to see Gord and Huntly at church recently – hope this becomes a habit guys –
you are so welcome!.
- ed
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Happy Birthday to Catherine Forbes ion April 13th, who is being the dutiful daughter
and taking care of her mother in BC. We miss you Catherine – and are thinking of you.
Happy Birthday to Rev. Dr. Heather Fraser-Fawcett, whose birthday is on April 21 st.
Heather will be the service leader on April 28 th.
Happy Birthday to Gordon Koller on April 24th – have a happy day. Gord!

YOU ARE INVITED TO CELEBRATE A SPECIAL ONE YEAR
ANNIVERSARY!
It has now been just over a year since our congregation, and the other
churches involved in our Summerlea Refugee Support Coalition, welcomed our Syrian
refugee family of Bilal and Farah and their 4 children at the Montreal airport after their
long trip from Saudi Arabia.
Now, Bilal is thrilled to be working as an auto mechanic, Farah is taking French classes,
and three of the children are attending French school full time. The youngest is still at
home with his Mom, and at a Garderie when she is in class. We have invited the family,
and their relatives living in Montreal to join us for a celebration party - you are invited
too!

AFTERNOON TEA AND CELEBRATION on SUNDAY APRIL 28 FROM 2-4 P.M.
at SUMMERLEA UNITED CHURCH, 225 - 50th Avenue, Lachine. Please
RSVP to Sheila Laursen (sheila.laursen@bell.net or 514 697-4195) by April 22 nd.
Sheila Laursen
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INTERNS NEEDED
CJPME, Canadians for Justice and Peace in the Middle East need interns for the following
positions: The program runs from May 13th to August 16th at the head office in Montreal:
Internships
CJPME Internship Guidelines
Strategic Projects and Organizational; Development; Graphic Designer;
Administrative Assistant; Translator ;
Marketing and Communications Coordinator
Interns will be required to give around 20 hours per week on a flexible schedule. If interested,
please send an email with your resume and a cover letter to: internships@cjpme.org.
The deadline to receive applications is Sunday, April 7th, 2019 (11:59 p.m.)
(submitted by Margaret Godbeer)

WHAT’S ON AROUND TOWN
At the Union United Church, Ste. Anne’s – on Wednesday April 10th at 7:00pm at the
Soup Pot theatre: Our Little Sister This Japanese drama is about three sisters who live in their
late grandmother's home in the city of Kamakura.
At the Pointe Claire Library – on Tuesday April 30th at 1:30 pm. A Star is Born, starring Lady
Gaga and Bradley Cooper. A remake of the tragic love story between a fading musician and a
struggling young artist. As her career takes off, his declines and their relationship breaks down.
This is an acclaimed movie.
- ed

SERVICE AUCTION OFFERS STILL AVAILABLE
Great news for those not able to attend our Service Auction on March 24 - a few
wonderful offers remain at fixed prices. Just contact Sheila Laursen at 514 697-4195
or sheila.laursen@bell.net to buy one of these great services or events! You can help
to make this a wonderful and successful FUNdraising event! Over $1,300 has been
raised so far - and the following great offers are still waiting for YOU!
- continued/…..
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1. A Home Theatre Movie Event - offered by Nancy & John Schmidt.
1. Enjoy a movie of your choice shown in Nancy & John’s home theatre room with a
90” screen and VERY comfortable seating. Dessert and drinks included for 2
groups of 4 people.
1. 2 places remain. Fixed price : $20 per person
2. Babysitting - offered by Sheila Laursen
1. Treat yourselves to some well-deserved time off. This grandmother of 6 will mind
your children for a weekday or weekend evening in your home.
2. One offer only - for $15
3. Story-telling for Children - offered by Nancy Graham
1. Ideal for a children’s party or while baby-sitting. Nancy has many years of
experience reading stories to children, and will choose 4-5 books for the age and
interest of the child\ren.
1. One offer only - $25
4. Photo Restoration Service - offered by Michael Rooker
2. Michael is once again offering this wonderful service of restoring old photos
2. One offer of photo recovery remains. Fixed price: $12 per photo image
5. Authentic Italian Dinner for 4 - offered by Stuart Forbes
1. Chef Stuart will create a delightful Italian meal
1. Good for 2 remaining places. Fixed price: $20 per person
6. A Polish Meal - prepared by Susan Czarnocki & Jose Van Amerongen
1. Enjoy a great meal in the company of 5 others
1. Good for 1 remaining place. Fixed price: $15 per person
7. Summer Poolside Party - by Tim Byrnes and Gaetane Parent
3. Enjoy an idyllic time of swimming and chatting by pool on a summer Saturday or
Sunday evening, with an outdoor BBQ meal for 10 people in our backyard
1. 4 places remaining. Fixed price: $35 per person
8. Babysitting - offered by Kerry-Anne Kutz
1. At a time and location to be arranged with the bidder
1. Good for one offer. Fixed price: $15
9. Expert Carpenter at Your Service - offered by Paul Sullivan
1. Paul will provide you with 4 hours of his expert and experienced carpentry skills.
1. Good for one offer only. Fixed price: $100

10. BBQ on a summer day - offered by Gary & Ofie Spiller
2. Be part of a group of 8 LUUCers enjoying a BBQ meal on Saturday August 17 at
the Spiller home
2. One place remaining. Fixed price: $20
- continued/…..
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11. Can I give you a lift? - offered by James Sisley
3. Let James get to your downtown or West Island destination safely and on time,
using his skills and years of experience as an Abo-Vas driver
3. Good for 2 offers. Fixed price: $15

NEWS FROM THE BOARD – IN BRIEF – VERY BRIEF!
We were a couple of members short at our Board Meeting on March 21 st.
Treasurer’s Report: Christopher Thomson will give his annual stewardship report to
the congregation after the April 7th service.
Sunday Service:

The lineup for April looks interesting and varied.

Christopher

mentioned the difficulty in obtaining good speakers each and every week and that we
have been relying heavily on members from our own congregation to speak on
Sundays.
The Maestros: The winter session of 8 lessons is now completed.
Spiritual Exploration: Erin Berry, our SE facilitator, is working on a video and other
ways to try to attract young members.
Property: Paul Sullivan suggested that he will train someone to be his official deputy
for the occasions when he is not available to be in church on Sundays.
Fund Raising: A couple of projects are at the tentative stage of planning – a concert in
May and a plant sale also in May.
Caring Committee: Jose van Amerongen is in charge of Caring for the month of April.
Denominational Affairs/Social Action: See invitation of page 12.
Wooden Nickels: see pages 8 and 9
~Heather Falconer, Board Secretary
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WELCOME TO LAKESHORE
5065 Sherbrooke Street, Lachine, Qc. H8T 1H9 (514) 637-6974
MINISTER EMERITUS:

Rev. Fred Cappuccino

613-527-2829

BOARD MEMBERS:
PRESIDENT:
VICE PRESIDENT:
TREASURER:
SECRETARY:
DIRECTOR A:
DIRECTOR B:

Susan Czarnocki
Paul Sullivan
Christopher Thomson
Heather Falconer
Tim Byrnes
Rob Lutes

514-773-1117
514-457-1793
514-634-5916
514-630-4206
438-884-7470
514-515-4413

S.E. CO-ORDINATORS:

Erin Berry
Elsa Chavez

514-944-2974
erin.berry@mail.mcgill.ca
514-637-6581
elit.lorenzana@hotmail.com

LAY CHAPLAINS:

Kerry-Anne Kutz
Paul Sullivan

514-624-2307
514-457-1793

ADMIN. SECRETARY

Toni Smith

WEBMASTER
NEWSLETTER EDITOR:
ILLUSTRATION ARTIST:
NEWSLETTER DEADLINE:

Christopher Thomson
Heather Falconer
Catherine Forbes

OUR WEB-SITE:

www.LUUC.org

514-637-6974
Lakeshoreluuc@gmail.com
514-634-5916
514-630-4206
catforbes@gmail.com
April 21st, 2019

HAPPY EASTER EVERYONE!

